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Abstract
With their broad scope, high publishing volume, a peer review process based on the scientific soundness of the
content, and an open access model, mega journals have become an important part of scholarly publishing.
The main aim of this paper is to determine the most important factor that influenced researchers’ decisions to
submit their academic work to these type of journal. To this end, an online survey has been disseminated from
November 2016 to August 2017, targeting the corresponding authors of the European Scientific Journal, ESJ.
Data from 413 corresponding authors was collected.
The focus was mainly on how they discover the journal and what led them to submit a paper to the journal.
However, questions concerning their satisfaction with the peer review procedure were also part of the survey.
The results have shown that a recommendation of a colleague is not only the main channel through which
authors found out about the journal, but is also the major reason they decided to submit their paper to a
mega-journal. Furthermore, the quality of the editorial board of the journal, the strong portfolio of papers and the
open access concept are also significant factors in encouraging submission to a mega-journal. A majority of the
respondents are satisfied with the communication and peer review procedure of the mega-journal, which might
encourage new submissions in the future.
Keywords: academic publishing, mega-journal, open access
1. Introduction
Open-access mega-journals are one of the innovations that evolved with the promotion of the open-access
concept and its goal to make scholarly publications freely available.
It is difficult to establish a precise definition of the term “mega-journal”. However, there are four major
characteristics a journal should meet in order to be recognized as a mega-journal: 1) High publishing volume, 2)
Broad scope, 3) Open-access publishing model, and 4) Objective peer review based on scientific soundness of
the content (rather than novelty or potential impact) (Wakeling et al., 2017). Bienfield (2013) categorizes these
four characteristics as primary, while listing some other as secondary. A mega-journal has to meet all of the
primary elements and most of the secondary such as moderate article processing charges, using Almetrics, rapid
peer review, using academic editors, etc. (Bjork, 2015). Nevertheless, there are still many relative terms
presented in the area, such as high publishing volume, moderate article charges or reputable publisher (Spezi et
al., 2017).
Even though a relatively new publishing model, invented in the last decade, mega-journals have become an
important channel for disseminating academic research (Solomon, 2014). Nowadays, apart from newcomers,
there are also examples of established journals transitioning from the traditional publishing model to the open
access mega-journal model (Wakeling et al., 2017).
Furthermore, there is insufficient independent data and analysis to fully investigate the phenomenon of mega
journals. The present studies are mainly focused on areas closely related to the mega-journals, such as open
access, the value of peer review but not dealing specifically with the mega-journals per se (Spezi et al., 2017).
Although some publishers have conducted author surveys, there are low numbers of independent surveys of
mega-journal contributors. Issues such as the experience of the authors with the submission, peer review and
publication processes are very important. Moreover, revealing the factors that influence authors who choose to
publish in a mega-journal are certainly important in order to understand this new model of academic publishing
(Solomon, 2014).
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To that end, we conducted a survey that targets the corresponding authors of one of the mega-journals. It is
hoped that this will enrich the academic literature and create an understanding of how authors come to know
about the mega-journals, the most important factor that prompts them to submit their paper to the journal, as well
as their satisfaction with the peer review procedure and potential return rate, which may encourage the progress
and further development of the mega-journals.
2. Methodology
2.1 Sample
We have decided to select the European Scientific Journal, ESJ mainly because we are involved in and closely
familiar with its publication practices and procedures. The peer review procedure of this journal is beyond
question. Every single paper submitted to the journal undergoes a formal peer review procedure. More than one
reviewer examines most of the papers. Moreover, ESJ publishes a high number of papers in every academic
discipline, promoting the gold open-access model. Finally, the recent metrics of Google Scholar have also
revealed a considerable citation impact and progress of the journal (Note 1).
The sample for the survey consisted of corresponding authors who successfully published their papers in the
European Scientific Journal, ESJ. The main focus was on those who published their papers in the period when
the survey was active, i.e., from November 2016 to August 2017. However, dissemination of the survey to the
authors was through the journal’s official email address and was available during the communication with other
authors as well. To that end, the exact response rate cannot be determined, neither was the exact year of authors’
publications checked. In any case, there were no substantial changes in the ESJ’s peer review procedure, neither
has the amount of the publications fee been changed. However, there has been progress in the list of editorial
members, the number of articles over the years and the visibility of the journal.
2.2 Survey
In order to maximize the number of responses we have rationalized the design of the survey. General data were
required from the respondents such as name, surname and university affiliation. These data were obligatory and
we were familiar with the identity of the respondents. Moreover, the second question in the survey allowed the
respondents to pick one of the options on how they found out about the European Scientific Journal, ESJ. The
third question and a main goal of the study, was to disclose the principal reason they decided to submit their
paper to the journal. In both questions, several options were offered with only one to be chosen. A graph
category “other” was also left in the end. Multiple answers were not allowed in order to keep the focus on the
main factor that influenced the decision to submit a paper to this mega-journal.
In addition, the authors were asked to evaluate their communication with the editorial office and their
satisfaction with the journal’s peer review procedure.
Reminder to the authors to complete the survey was not sent.
In order to collect the answers, Survey Monkey software was used. The link between the survey and the
invitation was included in the announcement sent to the authors, as a notification that their paper had been
successfully published. This highlighted that completing the survey would take 8 minutes of their time.
Responses from 413 ESJ’s corresponding authors were collected.
3. Results
The ESJ editorial office for the purpose of the study provided the contacts of the corresponding authors. They
were contacted directly through their email addresses. Moreover, a link to the survey, with an invitation, was
available in the acceptance letter, sent by the editorial office.
As mentioned earlier, at the beginning of the survey authors were asked to reveal their personal data such as
name, surname, university and email address, which was mandatory.
Furthermore, they were asked how they came to know about the European Scientific Journal, ESJ. The intention
was to collect data and identify the most usual way through which authors find out about the mega-journal and
potentially to reveal how mega-journals have become a popular choice for scholarly publication, as they are
nowadays.
Even though this question was not mandatory, only one of the respondents failed to answer it. Undoubtedly, the
recommendation of a colleague is the most common way through which authors discover the mega-journal. In
the case of the European Scientific Journal, ESJ. 64.56% (266) of the respondents selected this response.
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However, a significant fraction of the responses went to Google and Google Scholar—about 25% (79 and 24) in
total. Finally several authors responded that they found out about the journal through social media or chose the
option “other”.

Figure 1. What made you to submit your paper to ESJ?
Source: Survey.

Authors’ decisions about whether to submit their academic articles to a mega-journal are influenced by multiple
factors. Furthermore, a previous study has confirmed that rapid peer review, open access, journal impact and
quality are considered significant factors that trigger submission to mega-journals. However, some other factors,
such as a journal’s broad scope, the amount of publication fee and recommendation of a colleague also influence
the decision-making process (Solomon, 2014).
To that end, this study was designed to collect data regarding the single most important factor, which plays a
major role in encouraging authors to submit their papers to a mega-journal. Thus, the authors were obliged to
choose only one of the options that made them to submit their paper to the European Scientific Journal, ESJ.
However, there was an option “other” in the end, where they could add new options as well as their own
comments.
Since a significant part of the corresponding authors was submitting their papers to ESJ for a first time, it was
clear that they would not have prior experience with the approximate duration of the review process. Therefore,
“agility” instead of “agile peer review procedure” was included as an option. However in July 2017, “agility”
was changed to “agile peer review procedure” and one new option “amount of the publication fee” was added.
The options given were: 1) Colleague’s recommendation, 2) Quality editorial board, 3) Good archive (papers), 4)
Open access, 5) Visibility, 6) Agility (latter changed to Agile peer review procedure), 7) Amount of the
publication fee (added as from July), and 8) Other.
It is a well-known phenomenon, even in the case of long-established publishers, that many authors are frustrated
with the time that the peer review procedure takes (Cressey, 2015). Therefore we decided to clarify the option
“agility” by correcting it to “Agile peer review procedure”. The amount of the publication fee was also added as
one of the options. However, there were no changes in the results after these corrections.
It turned out that the recommendation of a colleague is the most significant factor that leads authors to submit
their paper to a mega-journal. 137 (33.25%) of the respondents indicated that the good recommendation of their
colleagues had a major influence on their decision to submit the paper to ESJ. For 102 (24.76%) of the
respondents, the quality editorial board plays the main role in their choice. The open access model with 64
(15.53%) is the third factor that influenced authors the most. Agility/Agile peer review procedure with 42
(10.12%) responses and good archive (papers) with 33 (8%) are less significant factors. The amount of the
publication fee from the moment it was included received 5% (2 votes out of 40) and visibility (0.74%) are at the
end of the list.
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Figure 2. What made you to submit your paper to the European Scientific Journal, ESJ
Source: Survey.

7% (29) of the respondents selected the option “other”. Mainly the comments in this section were combinations
of several factors or indicated the agile peer review procedure as the most important factor.
Furthermore, the corresponding authors were asked about their communication with the ESJ editorial office and
whether they were satisfied with the ESJ peer review procedure. The aim of these questions was to determine the
satisfaction with the process and potential new submission to the journal.

Figure 3. How was your communication with the ESJ editorial office
Source: Survey.

It is clear that more than 2/3 of the authors are highly satisfied with the communication with the journal, rating it
as an excellent one. The next largest number describe it as a good one. Four respondents rated the
communication as average and only one as bad.
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Figure 4. Are you satisfied with the ESJ peer review procedure
Source: Survey.

394 (97%) people indicated satisfaction with the ESJ peer review procedure by providing an affirmative answer
to this question. 10 (2.5%) people answered negatively and 7 (1.7%) chose the option “other” with their
comment in addition.
4. Discussion
Mega-journals are becoming an important part of scholarly publishing. A broad range of academics choose to
publish their academic work in this kind of publications (Solomon, 2014). Therefore it could be of great
importance to examine authors’ preferences and their experience with the mega-journals. This study should
enrich the literature concerning mega-journals through examining the connections between academic authors and
these types of journals.
The study has several limitations. Firstly, the opinions of the corresponding authors of only one mega-journal are
taken into consideration. This may not represent a general status of mega-journals. Furthermore, in order to
increase the response rate the survey was kept short. Therefore it lacks thorough information.
There is no classification by countries, neither a comparison to determine if authors from specific countries
demonstrate similarities in their responses. The study also did not examine which portion of the submissions was
previously submitted to other journals (re-submissions). Finally, the survey was not anonymous. Therefore
authors may not have been freely critical towards the ESJ peer review procedure and/or their communications
with the editorial office, especially if they are planning new submissions with the journal.
The European Scientific Journal, ESJ attracts submissions from all around the globe. The submitted papers are in
various academic subjects from social sciences through humanities to life sciences. Most of the corresponding
authors are academics since a university is called for in their affiliation field.
Recommendation of a colleague turned to be not only how the authors found out about the mega-journal but also
the major factor that influenced their decision to submit their paper. It can be said, that when it comes to
choosing a medium for publishing a paper, discussion and consultations among colleagues is widely represented.
Academics highly value the experience and recommendations of their colleagues.
Moreover, many authors especially value the quality of the editorial board of the European Scientific Journal,
ESJ. It is a long list of reviewers from all around the globe, covering various academic disciplines. It could refer
to the reliability of the journal and its quality.
Finally, very encouraging news for the open access model and its advocates is the fact that academics appreciate
the openness of their papers. A significant number of authors selected open access as the main reason they
submit their paper to the mega-journal. This is certainly an area with a progressive future.
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